
 

 

 

 
 

 
Nakshabandia Way Men Army) spokesman -A statement of (Al

concerning with the sectarian government crimes against the Iraqi people 

and the Arab Islamic nation 

 
Noble Iraqi people  
Sons of the Arab and Islamic nation  
Dear Liberals in the whole world 
 

The sectarian and racist Iraqi government has went to extremes in killing the Iraqi 

people and expropriating their pure blood so long as the united states of America gave 

it the power to rule the Iraqi people, committing many terrible massacres such as the 

mosque of our master Musab bin Omair (may Allah blesses be upon his soul) one which 

was carried out by criminal SWAT militia under the patronage and order of the sectarian 

,racist and criminal government, thus the government proved what we declared 

recently in our previous statements that faces will be changed but the sectarianism , 

racism and subordination to Iran would never be  changed and that the sectarian, racist 

and non-national coalition is still in rule and dominant over the government, executing 

the Iranian expansionist , sectarian and racist schemes. 

Due to all of these serious repercussions (consequences), we would like to draw the 

attention of our people, our nation and the whole world to the following: 

1. The Iraqi people will never gain their freedom, rights and safety without 

continuing their blessed revolution until achieving victory, which can be done by 

revoking Iran's corrupt, racist and sectarian spies from Iraq. Killing on the identity 

, forcing displacement, violating sanctities and sacred places, abusing the human 

rights, lootings , desecrating and terrorizing the Iraqi people are all due to the 

survival of this government and to it's sectarian racial non-national alliance which 

In the name of Allah the most merciful 
( By time, Indeed, mankind is in loss, Except 

for those who have believed and done 
righteous deeds and advised each other to 
truth and advised each other to patience ) 

(Surat Al-`Aşr) 



owes allegiance to Iran, the enemy of peace and stability not in Iraq only but also 

in the region.  

2. The partitioning callers under the name of federalism and with all of its different 

names are partners in this horrible massacre and they are waiting for such 

opportunities to renew their desperate claims to parting our Iraqi country 

according to religion and racialism and ethnic carrying out their master's agendas 

which absolutely rejected by our army (Al-Nakshabandia Way Men Army) and 

also rejected by our proud Iraqi people, because the unity of Iraq in land and 

people is one of our constants and doctrines, bargaining or compromising is 

completely refused and forever. 

3. We shall emphasize on what our army (Al-Nakshabandia Way Men Army) 

believe:- 

A. The sectarian racial non-national alliance, brought to Iraq due to the American 

aggression against Iraq, is pretending of democracy and loyalty to America 

whereas it is ideologically, religiously, and spiritually linked to Iran, this alliance 

is implementing nothing but only the Iranian expansion in the region and in 

the world to export the Iranian revolution (notorious). 

B. The American continuous support to this corrupt, sectarian, racial and non-

national alliance has made U.S.A loses its prestige and credibility before the 

international community as America is the publisher of freedom, democracy 

and human rights care.  

C. The Iraqi forced displacement, unloading Iraq of its basic components and 

changing the political and demographic map of Iraq and region is one of the 

sectarian and racial government crimes and it's sectarian bloody terrorist 

militias aims to stir up the sectarian prejudices and shuffling papers to change 

the aim of the Iraqi people revolution and fail it. 

D. The holy places such as mosques, shrines, places of worship, prophets tombs 

(peace of Allah be upon them all) saints tombs (mercy of Allah be upon them 



all) are sacred religious and ideological rituals that must be respected, glorified 

and intact. 

E. Insulting or humiliating the sacred religious and ideological sensibilities, killing 

the innocent unarmed worshipers and blood shedding are considered to be 

great crimes and a flagrant violations to their rights and don’t go with the 

principles of the pure Islam religion or with the principles of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights and freedom of religions. 

4. The United States of America and the international community should be 

responsible for what going on in Iraq as they are still supporting this miserable 

cheap illegal political process and it's racial sectarian government which is 

committing these terrible massacres against our Iraqi peaceful people and 

practicing organized terrorism, killing the people according to their identity, 

violation the sanctity of the holy places, killing of worshipers, Iraqi forced 

displacements, demographic changing especially the displacement of Christians, 

Yazidis citizens and other minorities, fuelling the doctrine and sectarian violation 

and violating the rights of citizenship and peaceful coexistence among the 

components of the Iraqi people. 

5. We emphasize as we emphasized always that our army (Al-Nakshabandia Way 

Men Army) is not related to any suspicious side that in contact to this racist and 

sectarian government or it's bloody terrorist militias at all. 

We promise Allah and his messenger; and promise the Iraqi people to move forward in 
the way of liberating the country from all of sectarianism and racism; achieving  justice, 
equality and peace; respecting human rights and citizenship; decent living for all our 
people without distinction; take care of interests of all peoples and countries that stand 
by the Iraqi people side in their blessed revolution until getting back the Iraqi lost rights, 
and victory is not except from Allah, the Exalted in Might, the Wise. 

Dr. Saladin El-Ayoobi 

The Spokesman of 

Al-Nakshabandia Way Men Army 
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